Expression of immunoglobulin genes in transgenic mice and transfected cells.
Immunoglobulin (Ig) genes are expressed sequentially (first H-, then L-chain genes) during the development of B lymphocytes. These studies, performed with transgenic mice and transfected cells, were aimed at the regulation of turning on and off the rearrangement of Ig genes. The specific recombinase is active in pre-B cells, but not in plasma cells. Production of membrane mu, but not secreted mu or gamma-2b, turns off rearrangement of H genes. Feedback inhibition of kappa-gene rearrangement requires kappa and membrane mu. Kappa alone or in combination with secreted mu does not stop recombination. Mouse lambda genes were mapped by deletion analysis and pulsed-field gel electrophoresis. The gene order is V2-C2,4-V1-C3,C1. The distance between V2 and C2 is 74 kb, but that between V1 and C3, 1 is only 20 kb. V2 and C3, 1 are over 190 kb apart. Lambda genes appear to be rearranged in a subset of B cells that do not respond to feedback inhibition at the pre-B cell stage. Lambda and kappa genes are both rearranged and potentially functional in these cells. Kappa genes may then be deleted by recombination of a sequence (described by Selsing and Siminovitch et al.) downstream of C-kappa with sequences upstream of C-kappa. Presumably the recombinase is eventually inactivated in kappa-lambda cells by a mechanism that is different from H-kappa feedback.